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SAME DEGREE
NOW ONLINE

DYNAMIC
GLOBAL

TIEUP

MoU signed between
LPU and Southern
Federal University,
Russia during the 21st
India-Russia Annual
Summit

WHAT A

GREAT
FEAT

LPU’s Innovation
Council achieves 4
out of 4 star grading
in the Institutions’
Innovation Council
3.0 (2020-21) Annual
Performance.

S

ame Degree, Now Online.
Lovely Professional University
has now launched its
UGC entitled ‘LPU Online’
programmes. The university has got
approval to launch 12 programmes at
the Undergraduate and Postgraduate
levels. Programmes would be
offered in complete online mode
thus providing the flexibility to learn
anywhere, anytime through an
exceptionally user-friendly online
platform-LPU e-connect.
LPU Online programmes will also
enable online students to explore
different pathways and get the
most out of their online degree
programme. For unlocking their

LPU HONOURS ITS

RESEARCHERS &

FACULTY MEMBERS

LPU Online programmes
available are BA, MA,
Master of Science,
Bachelor of Commerce,
Master of Commerce, MBA,
BCA, MCA among others

hidden potential, online students will
have mentorship & drives to develop
specific skills for better career
opportunities. As available for LPU’s
regular students, online students will
also be privileged to have incubation,
seed capital, industry associations
to start their own businesses. Expert

guidance will also be there for further
studies in foreign countries as well.
LPU Chancellor Shri Ashok
Mittal said, “We want our online
programmes to be a replica of our
regular programmes. That is why we
have used the tagline ‘Same Degree,
Now Online’. Students enrolled in
LPU Online programmes will have
access to the same curriculum, quality
teaching, placement assistance and
even the opportunity to participate
in university events as our regular
students have. With these offerings,
we are sure we will be able to
provide quality affordable education
accessible to anyone from anywhere.”

LPU BESTOWED HONOURS UPON ITS TOP 117
RESEARCHERS & FACULTY MEMBERS. IN THIS
CONTEXT, CASH AWARDS WORTH RS 30 LAKH
WERE GIVEN AWAY TO 117 RECIPIENTS FOR THEIR
ILLUSTRIOUS DISTINCTIONS.
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LPU STUDENT
REPRESENTS
INDIA AT A
GLOBAL LEVEL

Verto Ruhi Singh nominated
for Filmfare OTT Awards 2021
L

PU student Ruhi Singh has been
nominated in the Best Actress category.
Our impending star, Ruhi Singh, is a Law
student who is currently pursuing an
integrated course of Bachelor of Business
Administration and Bachelor of Legislative
Law. She entered the movie industry’s
OTT platform and has seized the golden
opportunity of being a nominee for the best
OTT actress award. She got an opportunity
to work at the OTT platform which she
certainly rocked.
Runaway Lugaai and Chakravyuh are
two of her masterpieces for which she has
been nominated as the Best Actress for the
FILMFARE OTT Awards 2021.

WE’RE THE VERTOS
They are back to spreading positivity. We’ve picked some
students who have done exceedingly well recently

Jahanvi Dangeti

She is the first person of Indian origin
to be chosen for this program

J

ahanvi Dangeti a
student at Lovely
Professional University
has brought a piece of
astounding news for the LPU
family. She is representing
India in International Air and
Space Program at Kennedy
Space Center (NASA Launch
Operations Centre). The
program is coordinated for
youngsters from everywhere
the world to utilize
teamwork, problem-solving
and communication skills
among students and expert
NASA engineers to adapt
and solve any unexpected
problem
LPU student Jahanvi
Dangeti, is currently seeking
BTech ECE Hons. She is
the first person of Indian
origin to be chosen for this
program. Not only that but
she is also known to hold
a note of appreciation for
being a multi-talented young
lady by the IBR otherwise
known as Indian Book of
Records.

It is for the first time
that a member of
RISC has represented India in
International Air &
Space Program

Interestingly, it is for the
first time that a member
of RISC has represented
India in IASP (International
Air and Space Program)
at Kennedy Space Center
(NASA Launch Operations
Center). Jahanvi has finished
the entire Astronaut training
programme, which included
zero gravity, multi-access
training, and other activities.
She is the mission director
of Team Kennedy, a group
of 16 people from several
countries who successfully
launched a mini rocket
into the atmosphere and
landed safely. Her team
accomplished a great deal
that cannot be imagined or
stated.

VERTO IN UK
LPU recently helped its engineering student,
Sabeel Abdul Rahim to transfer to the UK for
pursuing education at University of Huddersfield
under the Credit Transfer Program.

1

IN A NEW WORLD
LPU recently helped our BBA-MBA
Tejasvita to transfer to the USA for
pursuing education at University of La
Verne under the Credit Transfer Program.

2
GLOBAL RECOGNITION
LPU B.Design (Graphics) student Priyanka
has won the Silver medal in skill set graphic
design technology in North Zone Regional
Skill Competition 2021!

3
BEST EDUCATION

With LPU’s unique Semester Exchange
Program, engineering student Ravikant Pareta
is pursuing his education in Vilnius University,
Lithuania with 100% tuition fee waiver.

4

LPU students attend International
Tourism Mart in Nagaland
A
ryan Sachdeva and Aastha

the Ministry of Tourism, Mr. Arvind

27th in Kohima and ended on

Rajput, both students of LPU,

Singh, the ADG of the Ministry of

November 29th, was the ninth

have attended the International

Tourism, Ms. Rupinder Brar, and

edition of the event. The inaugural

Tourism Mart in Nagaland,

the Ambassador of Vietnam to

session was conducted in the State

organised by AIU. This was the

India, Mr. Phan Sanh Chau, among

Banquet Hall, with Nagaland’s Chief

very first group of students to be

others.

Minister, Neiphiu Rio, serving as

accepted into ITM’s program. They
Aryan Sachdeva and Aastha Rajput

International Tourism Mart (ITM)

the distinguished guest of honour.

met the Chief Minister of Nagaland,

for the Northeast Region, which

Over 300 attendees took part in the

Mr. Neiphiu Rio, the Secretary of

began on the eve of November

three-day tourism conference.

NOTED VISITORS
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CABINET MIN AT FACULTY AWARDS

O

bserving the
annual ‘faculty
appreciation award
ceremony’, LPU
bestowed honours upon its
top 117 researchers & faculty
members.
Minister of State for Rural

Development and Steel (GoI)
Shri Faggan Singh Kulaste
chaired the ceremony, where
27 research excellence awards
for the 2019-20 session; 54
research excellence awards for
2020-21 session; 34 teaching
appreciation awards; and, 2

teaching appreciation awards
in the name of Dr CB Gupta
were awarded. Congratulating
and addressing the award
winners, faculty members
and students at LPU’s Shanti
Devi Mittal Auditorium, Mr
Kulaste appreciated LPU for

its illustrious achievements in
the areas of research, rankings,
accreditation, placements,
innovations and more.
Taking pride in LPU’s
achievements, Mr Kulaste
also mentioned that LPU is
one of the universities of the

MSME Director visits LPU
MSME Director
Mr Virender
Sharma along
with Assistant
Director Mr
Kundal Lal
Sharma visited
LPU for possible
collaborations
in technology
transfer and
incubation
scheme

Kaka Pardhan team in campus

T

he team of the recently released movie
Kaka Pardhan visited LPU and mesmerised

the Vertos with melodious tunes and superb
energy. Among the team that visited LPU
were Jai Randhawa, Vadda Grewal, Karan
Randhawa, Prince Bhullar, Satbir Aujhla, Ninja,

country, which has contributed
enormously to the education
sector. He talked about
LPU students’ placements
in the top 10 companies of
the world through the able
guidance of their teachers and
management.

Lithuania
Ambassador
at 5th ICCS “Kathleen 100”

M

arking the 100th birth anniversary of
all-time great Irish-American computer

programmer Kathleen (Kay) McNulty Antonelli,
the School of Computer Science and Engineering
at LPU organized its 5th International Conference
on Computing Sciences (ICCS)–“Kathleen 100”.
His Excellency, Julius Pranevičius, Ambassador

Bee-Jay Randhawa. It was amazing to see the

of the Republic of Lithuania to India inaugurated

stars performing. We all loved the way you

the conference by paying homage to the great

entertained all.

programmer, and anticipated grand outcomes
through its conduction.
The conference was aimed to facilitate

The team of recently released
movie Kaka Pardhan visited LPU
and mesmerised the students
with melodious tunes and
superb energy

scientists, researchers, academicians,
industrialists, and students across the globe.
International and national keynote speakers at
the conference shared illustrious advancements
and challenges in diverse aspects of computer
science and engineering.
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BY THE VERTOS

BEAUTIES OF BEING A
GLOBAL STUDENT AT LPU

W
Sagar

‘My first break with
Colors TV’
LPU Department of Cultural Affairs
Theatre Society student Sagar,

hen I left my country
Gambia, I was happy
that I am going to a
new place to pursue
my dream of acquiring quality
education and also to transform
my life. However, I never imagined
that I’m going to such a wonderful
university where it will feel like home.
I can vividly remember sitting alone
at the mess, intimidated by lack of
familiar surrounding and being in
a new and foreign place but that
uneasy feeling was dispelled when
my fellow colleagues came up and
initiated a conversation with me. It
has been amazing ever since. Being
surrounded by so many magnificent
humans makes the experience so
much better. You feel a sense of
belonging and that is priceless.

studying BTech CSE, has recently
got the biggest break of his life. He
worked for Colors TV show Udariyan
alongside famous actor Ankit Gupta
popularly known as Fateh.
How was your experience working
for Colors?
It was a great experience. The team
supported me at every moment. I also
had the chance to interact with the
lead actor Fateh. He gave me a lot of
tips too.

It all started with a Netflix
movie ‘Trek to Neverland’
which is about to be
released soon... I have
also worked with adb21
production

How did you get the break?
It all started with a Netflix movie
‘Trek to Neverland’ which is about
to be released soon. Though it is a
short movie, but I am doing a very
prominent scene there. I have also
worked with adb21 production. All
these helped me to get my break with
Colors TV.
How has LPU supported you in your
passion?
LPU has supported me in numerous
ways. AIU workshops, Theatre Club
etc helped me groom my acting skills.
Who are your mentors here?
Parteek Vadera and Karan Dev Jagota
are my mentors here. They have
supported me at each and every stage.
Whenever I was going through a rough
patch, they were there for me.
For how many hours did you
practice theatre and acting?
Whenever I get free time I visit DSW
theatre club. If there are no students
present, I talk to Parteek sir and
practise.
What’s next?
I just want to work hard.

Being surrounded by
so many magnificent
humans at LPU makes
the experience so much
better for an intl Verto

Omar Jallow with friends

Learning at LPU is fun
and also LPU encourage
you to engage a lot
of social , cultural and
sport-related events

Home of Diversity
One of the beautiful features of
LPU is its diversity, one of the most
important thing I learn from LPU
as an international student is
embracing diversity. LPU is the
home of diversity as people from
all works of life and from different
countries meet in this prestigious
university and irrespective of your
perspectives, religion, background
and lifestyle appreciate and accept
you for who you are. You will also get
to experience different cultures and
also people are so friendly , caring
and supportive.
Another significance thing about
LPU is its fantastic infrastructures,
LPU has the best learning facilities.
The interior of the university is
so impressive. This facilities will
not help you only in getting good
grades but also help you in personal
development. This noble institution

Angel with a smile
The angel bore a smile,
a billion dollar smile;
Which had thousand reasons
to cry behind;
the sound of truth,
shrieked in the darkness of a dungeon;
deep in her heart,
which fails at liberation;
she craves for, she waits for,
a ray of sunshine,

Omar Jallow

Letters to Editor
editor_lovelyworld@lpu.co.in

‘Loving the
campus vibes’

Finally it is amazing that the
university has called the students
back to the university. We are super
happy to be here.
Anju Kumari
B-Tech (CSE ), Bihar

a holding hand;
a heart which will claim,
“we are in this together”

Jeslin Mary Joseph
BSc Hons Agriculture

encourage innovation, personal
development and many other
important things which you can use
to transform your life.
Studying at LPU is incredible - this
semester I had wonderful lecturers,
who are very much interested in
the progress of their students.
Learning at LPU is fun and also LPU
encourage you to engage a lot of
social , cultural and sport-related
events, which will encourages
you to live a more rounded and
enriching life. For me coming to
LPU is one of the best decision I
have made.
Omar Jallow
BCom

‘LovelyWorld is
amazing’

Ever since I have become a part of
DSW, it has been an amazing time

for me at LPU. I have not just learnt
a lot but I have enjoyed too.
Amanjoth Shaji
B.Design Multimedia, Punjab

‘Meeting new
friends’

I have made a lot of new friends
since I am here in the campus.
My friends are not just from India
but from all over the world, like
Switzerland, Zimbabwe, Ghana etc.
It is amazing here at LPU.
Omar Jallow
BCom, Ghana

LOVELYWORLD
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SESSION ON HUMANOID ROBOT &
ITS INDUSTRIAL DEPLOYMENT

A

live discussion
on Humanoid
Robot: Robotics &
Intelligent System
Community was organised
with industry experts
on “Humanoid robotics,
AI and Automation”. The
session tried to enhance
and explore the latest
trends & future aspects
of current technology on
Humanoid 2021 among the
IT professionals, mechanical
engineer, scientist,
researchers and innovators
along with the industrial
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TGL TALK
SERIES WITH
VISHAL
ADITYA SINGH

community. It also tried
to establish corporations
and exchanging ideas for a
better understanding of the
field of humanoid robotics,
AI and automation and its
future aspects.

The session tried
to enhance and
explore the latest
trends & future
aspects of current
technology on
Humanoid 2021

Vertos join discussion on
mysterious satellite voyage

WEBINAR
ON SEXUAL
HARASSMENT
OF WOMEN AT
WORKPLACE

V

ishal Aditya Singh is a
charismatic Indian television

actor hailing from Bihar who made
his acting debut with the Hindi
television show “Chandragupta
Maurya”. He has also been part of
many reality shows like Khatron Ke
Khiladi, Bigg Boss, and Nach Baliye.
He was also ranked 13th on the list
of India’s Most desirable men 2018
by Times of India.
During the pandemic, he did
‘Khatron Ke Khiladi’ and he is
currently interested in writing
and has also written a few scripts
from the past year. He believes
that being honest is the most

V

ertos recently had a chance to
interact with Prof. Elangovan
Rajgopalan, ISRO Scientist, for a
discussion on A Mysterious Satellite
Voyage.
Prof. Elangovan Rajgopalan, B.Sc.,
D.M.I.T., M.Tech, is an ex-colleague
of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, has 42 years
of expertise in aerospace research
and development, including 8 years

of worldwide experience ( Vikram
Sarabhai Space Center ,ISRO). He
has 14 years of academic teaching
experience and has founded
Aeronautical Engineering Departments
in India, Oman, and Eritrea. Scientist
Engineer, Project Manager, and
Deputy General Manager are just a
few of his titles and he is a man of
wisdom.

important thing in life. If you’re not
being honest with yourself, you
LPU-NSS organised a webinar on
Sexual Harassment of Women at
Workplace. In the webinar, Speaker
Dr Meenu Chopra, HOD, School
of Law, LPU, highlighted various
instances of how women fought
back from difficult situations and
made an example out of it.

cannot be honest with others too.
One needs to be humble to have
a good impact on society. When
asked about modeling, he advised
vertos to do thorough research first
and then decide which kind would
be suitable for you, be it ramp
modeling or some other.

Boot Camp to promote Vertos with innovative ideas

S

tudent Entrepreneurship
Cell under the aegis
of Division of Student
Welfare, LPU organized
“Boot Camp 2021” to
promote and recognize the

talent of students having
great innovative ideas
which can be nurtured in a
startup. The winning ideas
shortlisted from the Boot
Camp will get assistance

and promotion.
Students from different
courses at LPU presented
their best of ideas at the
Boot Camp and elaborated
the reasons behind coming

up with such ideas.
It was followed by
discussions on how these
ideas can bring about
changes and further
possibilities.

Best startup ideas will
be shortlisted from the
event and will get required
assistance and promotion

HAPPENINGS
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Punjab Education Minister
S Pargat Singh visits LPU
Minister Singh laid importance on primary education to further
lead it to specialization and super specialization later on

Considered a legend of
Indian Hockey, S Pargat
Singh shared instances of
his life in sports and allied
professions and answered
various question

instances of his life in sports and
allied professions and answered a
question that learning from sports, he
always had logical fights for the just
and justice. Here, he shared: “I always
want to implement logically right
things, and dislike undue interference
in the system.” For another question,
he emphasized that we should never
sacrifice character even amid tough
times; destiny always favours the
righteous.
Taking the reference of China in
implementing sports as education,
Mr Singh laid importance on primary
education to further lead it to
specialization and super specialization
later on. In this context, he also
explained why he has four interrelated portfolios of the ministry.
Talking about one of his crucial
hockey matches with Germany,
where he scored four goals in the
last six minutes of the game for an
equalizer of 5-5, he shared about
sheer hard work, team spirit and
faith in teammates. He also talked
about having a healthy & simple
diet, avoiding regrets and pressures;
doing one’s the best, entrusting one’s
passion & thrust, and always ignoring
badness.

Mr Singh asked LPU youth
to invest more hours in
hard work. He also wanted
accountability of one and
all in the systems implied
upon.

S Pargat Singh being welcomed by higher authorities and students at LPU Campus

P

unjab Education Minister S
Pargat Singh recently came
on a maiden visit to Lovely
Professional University

where he interacted with students,
sportspersons and the staff members.
Padma Shri and Arjuna Awardee

captain with illustrious results,

S Pargat Singh is
presently Minister of
School Education, Higher
Education, Sports & Youth
Services, and NRI Affairs at
Punjab govt at a time

with youth-related 4 portfolios, Mr
Singh created a very comforting
zone and enabled LPU youth to voice
their opinions freely and openly.
This occasion was an open and

one-to-one interactive show “Youth
Talk” organized at Shanti Devi Mittal
Auditorium of the University.
Former Indian hockey team

Punjab Cabinet Minister S Pargat
Singh is presently Minister of School
Education, Higher Education, Sports
& Youth Services, and NRI Affairs at a
same time.
During the open question-answer
session, Minister Pargat Singh shared
the society needs forward leading
policies and these will be framed by all
of us jointly. Considered a legend of
Indian Hockey, Mr Singh shared

Sharing about the toughness
pursued by all the members of Lovely
Group, Mr Singh asked LPU youth to
invest more hours in hard work which
is always result-oriented. He also
wanted accountability of one and all in
the systems implied upon.
On this occasion, Lovely Group
Chairman Mr Ramesh Mittal, LPU
Chancellor Mr Ashok Mittal, and
General Secretary Punjab Hockey
Federation Mr Nitin Kohli were also
accompanying him. Welcoming the
Minister, Chancellor Mr Mittal shared
that he always carries team spirit in
each field, and applauded the Minister
for justifying equally all the top four
portfolios in the present Ministry of
the Punjab Cabinet.

FEATURES
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CAKE-MIXING
CEREMONY

S

chool of Hotel
Management &
Tourism organised
‘Cake-Mixing
Ceremony & Theme Lunch’
to welcome the upcoming
Christmas festive season. On
this occasion, a mammoth
Christmas-cake was prepared
by LPU students at ‘Uni hotel
Lobby’ of the university to
sense the warmth of the
forthcoming Christmas
season and New Year.
Such a traditional ‘Cake’ is
considered to be a prophecy
of peace, prosperity and

07

NCC ANNUAL TRG
CAMP HELD AT LPU
Over 190 NCC cadets from Punjab took part in the camp

happiness globe over.
Lighting of the Christmas
tree, carol singing, mirthful
dances and solemn addresses
marked the celebrations. LPU
Pro Chancellor Mrs Rashmi
Mittal graced the occasion
and congratulated students
for being together in a global
team in organising the
celebrations. The event kept
up the buoyant spirit of a
large number of international
and national students who
study at the university,
coming from far-off Indian
states and other countries.

LOVELYWORLD
Editorial
Division of Student Welfare
Email: abhishek.26149@gmail.com,
editor_lovelyworld@lpu.co.in
Designed by
Brand Development Department
To make a contribution to Lovely World or any kind
of suggestion or query you email us at
editor_lovelyworld@lpu.co.in

T

he Annual Training Camp for cadets
of 8 Punjab BN NCC begins at LPU
campus under the guidance of Colonel
NS Sidhu. A total of 194 cadets (boys
and girls) from all across Punjab are
here in the campus to take part in the
7-day camp.
The camp will see the NCC cadets
being trained on various aspects
ranging from short-range firing, fire
control order, Prismatic Compass and

GPS, .22 rifle handling, 7.62 mm rifle,
map reading, and drills to introduction
of infantry weapons among others.
The opening ceremony saw Col J.S.
Sidhu motivating the cadets. “It is very
important to know what the motto of
NCC is - unity and discipline. You all
should give your best here in the camp
and work hard and train,” adding “We
will be marking the best cadets for RDC
during this camp.”

‘The most amazing thing about LPU is its diversity’
An international student from

Another thing I like here is the

How much do you like the LPU

Gambia, Omar Jallow shares his

fantastic educational facilities the LPU

Campus?

experience studying at the beautiful

provides. For me, LPU is the home of

There are many things that I like about

LPU campus.

quality education in India.

the LPU campus, but specifically I love

Class - B.Com first year

Omar Jallow

the facilities here, be it the amazing
Do you have friends here? Where are

lab, the auditorium, ample space for

What is the best thing here?

they from?

playing etc. The environment is super

One of the most amazing things about

I have made many friends so far and

conducive for studies.

here is the diversity. I am able to meet

they have been very supportive and

all types of people from all across the

helpful. Most of them are from India

What’s your favourite Indian cuisine?

world, and I have learnt a lot in this

and few others from Zimbabwe and

Yes. I do tried couples of it but masala

short period of time.

Nepal.

dosa is my favourite.
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IN CAMPUS

BLOOD
DONATION
CAMP ORG
BY LPU-NSS
A Blood Donation Camp was
organised in LPU Campus where
students as well as faculty
members from different states of
India participated and donated
blood. A total of 106 units of blood
was collected. Glimpses...

Photos by: Shubham Kumar, Md Seum Hossain, Snigdho Bondhon Roy

Unistaff Cricket League
begins in LPU campus

S

tarting December
6, the Division of
Student Welfare is
hosting the Unistaff
Cricket Tournament.
The event had 13 teams
separated into four pools,

with the league stage
serving as the first round
of the competition. The
league stage followed by
the Knockout stage, the
semifinals and the finals.
The matches saw

a great amount of
enthusiasm among the
staff members of LPU as
they first registered in huge
numbers, and then gave
their best on the field. Few
glimpses from the matches.

31st Sr Ntnl Sepak Takraw Championship held at LPU
S
ix-day 31st Senior
National ‘Sepak Takraw’
Championship 2021, commonly
known as “Kick-Volleyball”, was
held at LPU. The championship
was held under the patronage
of the Ministry of Youth Affairs
& Sports (Govt. of India), Sports
Authority of India and in the
association of Sepak Takraw
Federation of Punjab. Nearly
600 sports women and men
from across all Indian states,
UTs and forces participated.

During the different matches
played on six days, all women
teams of SSB (Sashastra Seema
Bal); Manipur; and, Bihar state
were crowned respectively for
their glorious wins in Team
Event; Regu Event; and, Double
Event of the tournament.
The men’s team of SSB lifted
the championship trophy by
defeating Delhi team in the
‘Team event’ of the game. The
Delhi team remained at the
runner up position.

ALUMNI NEWS
LPU WAS THE FOUNDATION
TO WHATEVER I’AM TODAY

LOVELYWORLD
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In the world of films
& film-making

Kanav Sajjanhar
After completing his Civil
Engineering at LPU, Alumni
Kanav Sajjanhar did his project
management from Christ Church,
New Zealand and now he is working
as project manager of CRL New

LPU was the foundation
to me in the field of
construction, and have
implemented whatever
I have learnt here

Zealand Govt Organisation - it is a
tunnel Metro project. He shares his
thoughts.

L

LPU was a foundation and
exposure to me in the field of
construction, and whatever I

ife is a journey, and every

have learnt I have implemented

day we learn something

in real work. I have worked on

new. After completing my

mega infrastructure construction

Civil Engineering 2015 ,

jobs in New Zealand with Fletcher

I did infrastructure economics

Construction now I’m working as

course form IIT Madras then moved

a Risk Manager of New Zealand

to New Zealand for my higher

biggest infrastructure job

studies specialisation in project

$4.4billion. I still remember my LPU

management from Canterbury.

days and mates in construction.

L

PU Film and TV Production Alumni

is as beautiful as her and she deserves to

Loveena Bagga has written and

get married to some NRI. Her dreams of

directed the film “Holiday Wife” which

flying abroad and settling up there with

was released on PTC Box Office on 12th

her husband were everything to her; but

November 2021. This is her second film

now, post seven years of her wedding

produced by the PTC Box Office.

with Jagjeet, a Canada-based Punjabi

Holiday wife is the story of a lady called

Alumni shares his exp
working as a researcher

Er. Aditya Singh

I

, Er. Aditya Singh, am working
as an independent researcher.
At present, my recent research
work in the form of book chapter
(Use of Plastic Waste in Bitumen)
was published in an international
book (Smart Cities and Machine
Learning in Urban Health) for
unpaid publication in the USA
on November 12th, 2021. Being
unpaid publication, it took
me more than a year to get it
published, making it my overall
sixth publication till now.
This was also the first time that
I was involved in the peer review
process. I proudly say that I have

been in peer review process for
six times - two times as reviewer
and four times as sub reviewer.
I had gone beyond the level and
experience which I had during my
B.Tech (CE) in LPU (2016-2020). I
also have a peer reviewer certificate
from Elsevier.
By the end of the year, I have
to present another manuscript
in an international conference in
Thailand, which will be later on
published by Springer Nature.
Plus, I am busy with other ongoing
projects and research-related
works. I am focusing more on the
quality aspect rather than quantity.

Chan, who always believed that nobody

boy, she realizes that all she got in this
marriage are lies.

School of civil engineering
org first virtual reunion

A

lumni Association of Lovely
Professional University (LPUAA)
organised the first virtual reunion of
School of Civil Engineering on November
28, 2021 from 4 to 6 PM. Over 110
alumni registered for the meet.
University Representatives:
1. Dr. Lovi Raj Gupta (Pro-Vice
Chancellor, LPU)
2. Dr. Amit Srivastava (Professor and
HOS, School of Civil Engineering)
3. Mr. Gaurav Gupta (Deputy Director
and Head of Alumni Relations-LPU)
4. Geeta Mehta (Alumni Coordinator,
School of Civil Engineering).
The session was started with inaugural
address by Dr. Lovi Raj Gupta and Mr.
Gaurav Gupta. Dr. Amit Srivastava

LPU was the foundation
to me in the field of
construction, and have
implemented whatever
I have learnt here
welcomed the alumni and spoke
about the role and importance of any
institution in the career building of an
individual.
During the virtual meet, recreational
activities were also planned and
conducted by the students of School of
Civil Engineering to lighten the mood
of every alumni. Everyone in the meet
spent a good time for two hours.

